As if You Were There
By this exhibition you may contemplate the variations of infinite
rooms, as if you were there.
..Jorge Luis Borges, The Library of Babel
The Anatomy of Architecture, part 2, sect. II, mem. IV

And yet, the rooms themselves are not there. These are variations on
the same room, the one that you are in. An anatomy of architecture
upended - the body made god-like because the rooms are miniaturized,
molded and observed from above, squinting in.
Jill Downen’s array of spaces that make up As If You Are Here are in
intimate conversation with the modernist space of exhibition. The
iconic white walled modern corpus is disjointed and dismantled – made
shippable even. The specific works on view, like the white cube
itself, acquire “some of the sanctity of the church, the formality of
the courtroom, the mystique of the experimental laboratory” as they
accumulate across the gallery. However, Downen upends Brian
O’Doherty’s proposition that we have now reached “a point where we see
not the art but the space first,” inserting instead space as a thing
to lean over, peer into. In other words, proposing space as an object.
The schema of the cube shows itself to be an inexhaustible typology, a
series without end. Spanning from clean, chapel-like cubes to rooms in
various types of disarray, Downen moves through a condensed overview
of strategies one can take to remake space. To fix this process within
a single exhibition feels restrictive, as if we are always only seeing
part, only ever able to see part. Brought down to a micro scale, the
gallery space as the original “evenly lighted cell…crucial to making
the [art] work” again becomes one room among many, de-privileged and
reshaped.

..

A library of rooms
The exhibition is a library of rooms, not endless, but nonexistent
nonetheless. Maquettes
with no referents. The
spaces, as objects, are
fictional, poetic,
unfixed. Many embed
directly into the
wall, suggesting the
fiction that any wall
opens into another
space, just beyond the
surface. The white wall
as well gives way to
its other planes. (In
the early seventeenth
century, Cavalieri said
that all solid bodies
are the superimposition
of an infinite number
of planes.) So these
seventeen rooms stand
in for innumerable
rooms, as if they were
already there. You too
are architectural, in
an infinite sense your planes constantly
shifting, sloughing off, cracking like plaster inappropriately
applied. The room is under your skin, ribbed and swept clean. You are
always and never there.

..
A specific fiction
Distinct from Downen’s previous experiments in “Three-Dimensional
Sketchbook” and subsequent exhibitions in which her hand-rendered
maquettes were considered as sketches or models for future projects,
these works exist in an alternate time altogether, with reference to
past installations, in-process studio works, hypothetical ruins and
immolations. Several works come outfitted with miniature crates, halfformed sculptures and mounds of materials. Others obliquely reference
real spaces, seemingly knowable, but in its accumulation, the series
creates a sequence of self-contained contexts - a kind of
retrospective of speculative spaces conceived entirely in the studio.
Taken together, the works catalogue the artist’s time and space,
collapsed. If the white cube is a kind of denial of time, the studio
becomes a marker of overlapping timelines: potential paths forward,
forgotten traces back, a space of multiple presents. The infinite
planes of the studio offers a glimpse into the potential embedded in
the work with all the objects not made or not shown existing together
simultaneously. If the spaces are approximations of a studio, then the
studio at any given moment may be an approximation of an exhibition.
An exhibition itself is forever an approximation of a world as-if it
were shifted, slightly, towards the artist’s specific fiction.
..

We’ll never find the house without a map
You repeat: it suffices that a room be possible for it to exist. Only
the impossible is excluded. For example: no room can be a ladder,
although no doubt there are rooms which display and negate and
demonstrate this possibility and others whose structure corresponds to
that of a ladder. There are rooms in which one collapses. There are
rooms burned out and rebuilt; rooms gold leafed and repentant. There
are rooms in which one sweeps up the plaster crashing out of corners.
There are rooms where one weeps once. There are rooms where the
ladders meet other ladders, scaffolding out of the room entirely.
The whole world of ideas is an instrument to enable us to orient
ourselves in the real world, but is not a copy of that world. We’ll
never find the house without a map, she says, knowing the house itself
is a fiction never to be located, its possibility enough to live in.
..
A litany of rooms
Of course we are in a room. A concourse of rooms. A litany of rooms.
And we are out of joint. We keep saying we, though there is only you.
And it is your room we are living in.
We are not mapmakers, but are lost nonetheless. Those for whom maps no
longer even make sense, just one space after the other. Unshadowed,
white, clean, artificial - the space is devoted to an absolute absence
of maps where nowhere and everywhere converge in our infinite planes.
There were fires first, then cracks in the earth floor, walls shedding
texture then coherence, followed by the sun stopping circulating as if
pinned in a fixture, halogened overhead. Unshadowed, impossible. We
are here: outside of Marfa, in St. Louis, we are in Chicago, in Gary,
Indiana.
Wayfinding our way inside, we walk through arches, stumbling upstairs
with memory splintering on the unstained wood floors where we slept.
We return to the rebuilt grid, holes running under us (there’s never
enough floor when running) and the walls waver somewhere between
assemblage and disaster (as art should when advancing).
We are arriving in silence where the light is all wrong because it is
perpetually 1:30pm and the room is still swaying. Space deconstructed,
dismantled through addition. The finger forms remain in plaster, the
hand always adding its mark. The only thing missing is the map
(therefore, the home) - otherwise everything is exactly the same as
before. But we are lost nonetheless in a speculative space past even
fiction.

The floors have returned and we make our way to the room, our room,
painted in powder. Even the thread is complicit, gridded out,
unraveling. It is still 1:30pm, though there is no time, though there
is never time for it all. The light is always elsewhere, expecting
disaster.
We return as if “you” are “here”: a time collapsed. Time, a maquette.
What if you are the sketch, your body always infinite, unfinished? The
exhibition can be complete, it is you the viewer that is undone.
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